
When rust is the 
problem, get Matrix
Rust Eradicator.
An ESSENTIAL in any cleaner’s SPOTTING TOOLBOX.
Rust stains in residential and commercial settings are unsight-
ly and can quickly create a negative impression. They are often 
caused by leaky windows, wet toys, furniture, and other sources 
throughout the home or office.

Experienced carpet cleaning professionals know that the only 
thing worse than a rust stain, is an old rust stain. That’s why 
Matrix chemists created Rust Eradicator, a powerful formula spe-
cifically designed to not just remove rust stains (new or old), but to 
eradicate them completely.

Rust Eradicator can also be used to remove rust stains on 
ceramic and porcelain tile, too.

Rust Eradicator is a ready-to-use spotter that is part of the 
Matrix Professional Spotting Kit. Simply apply, agitate, and 
clean with an alkaline detergent or pre-spray such as Matrix Confi-
dence or Matrix Finish First. Professional spot removal doesn’t get 
any easier than this!

#1 ON RUST STAINS.



Examples and Usage Instructions
Problem: Rust on carpet. What you’ll need: Matrix Rust Eradicator, Bone 

Spatula, and Extractor.

Usage Instructions: 
1. Use Rust Eradicator to remove rust stains prior to cleaning. 
    Rust Eradicator will suds up slightly and must be rinsed with
    an alkaline detergent or pre-spray (such as Matrix Confidence 
    or Matrix Finish First), or with ammonia. By removing rust 
    stains prior to cleaning, you can easily rinse and remove 
    suds without an extra step.

2. Shake well before using.

3. Apply Rust Eradicator liberally to dry stain. Agitate with a 
    bone spatula. Allow to dwell for two minutes or until stain  
    is gone.

4. If not cleaning following spotting, rinse with clear, hot water 
    and neutralize with ammonia or other alkaline spotter.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 until stain is gone.

Note:
Always test product in an inconspicuous area before using.

pH: 0.5 -1.0


